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In the present issue of *Critical Care*, Nguyen and colleagues investigate the utility of adding lactate clearance into the Surviving Sepsis Campaign (SSC) resuscitation bundle in order to assess the relative effectiveness of this modified bundle in predicting mortality in patients with severe sepsis and septic shock \[[@B1]\]. Implementation of the SSC bundle has been shown to be associated with a decrease in mortality \[[@B2]-[@B4]\].

Lactate clearance, generally represented as the percentage reduction in lactate over a resuscitation interval, has also been associated with decreased mortality in patients with severe sepsis and septic shock \[[@B5],[@B6]\] as well as with multiple organ dysfunction and systemic immunologic activation and inflammation \[[@B7]\]. While early resuscitation of patients with severe sepsis and septic shock focuses on optimizing hemodynamics and oxygen delivery \[[@B8]\], lactate may be an indicator of impaired microcirculatory perfusion and often is the only indicator of severe sepsis \[[@B9]\]. However, lactate clearance is closely associated with capillary perfusion independent of hemodynamic variables \[[@B10]\]. A recent randomized controlled trial of lactate monitoring and therapy targeted toward lactate clearance improved outcome in ICU patients with hyperlactatemia \[[@B11]\].

Since both implementation of the SSC bundle and lactate clearance have independently been associated with a decrease in mortality \[[@B2]-[@B6],[@B11]\], incorporating lactate clearance may represent an opportunity to simultaneously combine the outcome benefit of monitoring the optimization of both global hemodynamics and microvascular perfusion.

This multinational cooperative represents the first initiative to study the addition of lactate clearance into the SSC bundle to create a modified bundle and compare the mortality with successful completion of each of the two bundles. The standard SSC bundle includes seven parameters: initial lactate measurement, blood cultures prior to antibiotics, antibiotics administered by 3 hours, initiation of fluid bolus, and central venous pressure \>8 mmHg, mean arterial pressure \>65 mmHg and central venous oxygen saturation \>70% by 6 hours. Lactate clearance, in this study, was defined as any decrease in lactate within 12 hours or an initial lactate \<2.0 mmol/l \[[@B1]\]. As expected, completion of the SSC resuscitation bundle was associated with decreased mortality. In comparison with the standard SSC bundle, however, completion of the modified resuscitation bundle was associated with a nearly twofold decrease in the relative risk reduction for mortality. Subsequent multivariate analysis demonstrated an independent association of lactate clearance, administration of a fluid bolus, and mean arterial pressure \>65 mmHg by 6 hours with decreased mortality (odds ratio of 0.32, 0.47, and 0.20, respectively).

Nguyen and colleagues\' study suggests a benefit of adding lactate clearance to the standard SSC resuscitation bundle in patients with severe sepsis \[[@B1]\]. However, the relationship of lactate clearance to global hemodynamics and the degree to which hemodynamic optimization impacts lactate clearance remain uncertain. In this investigation, baseline markers of global perfusion (central venous pressure, mean arterial pressure, and central venous oxygen saturation) were near normal prior to initiation of either resuscitation bundle, suggesting a better resuscitated, less supply-dependent population than the original early goal-directed therapy study. In addition, baseline hemodynamics, vasopressor use, and the amount of fluid resuscitation were similar for both patients who cleared lactate and those who did not.

These results reflect previous studies that demonstrate discordance between lactate clearance and traditional hemodynamic markers \[[@B12]\]. Despite relatively similar hemodynamics and clinical interventions, patients who did not adequately clear lactate had higher initial lactate levels and baseline Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation scores than those who did. This suggests a mechanism of lactate clearance unrelated to adequacy of global perfusion, and it remains unclear whether the ability to clear lactate is related to achieving broader hemodynamic goals. In addition, this study includes patients with an initial lactate \<2 mmol/l in the same cohort as patients initially with hyperlactatemia who eventually clear their lactate, making it difficult to evaluate the differences between those groups and the role of lactate clearance in each population. It is known that alactemic patients with hypotension represent up to one-third of patients diagnosed with septic shock but these patients have much lower mortality \[[@B13]\]. Despite this, poor lactate clearance appears to have prognostic value in normolactatemic and hyperlactatemic patients \[[@B14],[@B15]\] and may stem from a defect in lactate utilization rather than lactate overproduction. Regardless, the present study contextualizes the importance of lactate clearance by suggesting persistent hyperlactatemia may be independent of other hemodynamic factors and portends a worse prognosis.

Ultimately, the degree to which lactate clearance is dependent on adherence to standardized bundles is uncertain. Lactate clearance may be specific to the patient, to the severity of the acute illness, or to the stage of illness. The etiology of persistent hyperlactatemia may be multifactorial, accompanying a hypovolemic stage, a compensatory or vasodilatory stage, myocardial suppression, or impaired tissue oxygen utilization after hemodynamic optimization. It is in this latter stage where lactate clearance may be particularly helpful in identifying those patients at continued increased risk of mortality after aggressive resuscitation measures are met. Moving forward, lactate clearance may have particular utility in noninvasive resuscitation protocols where hemodynamics do not appear compromised, but where impaired clearance may direct more invasive, aggressive measures. Research into patient-specific or disease-specific factors that affect lactate clearance as well as targeted interventions toward improving lactate utilization, independent of hemodynamic optimization, may be the next step in improving the care of these patients.
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